
Chapter 3: Garden Techniques 

Raised Bed Gardens 

Raised Bed Garden constructed with our Anchor and Stacking Joints and wood or our Composite Plastic Timbers 
are the foundation for an intensive garden system. The raised bed creates a garden that warms earlier in spring, 
drains better, and confines garden soil making it easier to amend and work with year to year. There is no wasted 
space for walkways between rows, and plants are grown closer together to reduce drying and weeds and 
increase productivity per square foot. 

Though freestanding raised beds 4 feet wide and 8 feet long are discussed in this manual, beds can be 
customized to any size or shape desired including multi-level terraced gardens. You be the creator. 

When constructing raised bed sides, pay particular attention to the type of wood selected. Western red cedar, 
redwood and our Composite Plastic Timbers are long lasting and should be one and one-half inch in thickness to 
provide sufficient strength. 

Once the sides of your Raised Garden is installed, cover any existing sod with landscape fabric or 5 layers of 
newsprint to prevent grass from becoming weeds. Then fill the beds with the prepared blend as recommended in 
Amending Your Soil (chapter 4). Add other amendments like lime or sulfur to adjust the soil pH (test the soil mix 
for pH before adding lime or sulfur-a test kit can be purchased at most local garden centers). Also add an organic 
fertilizer to provide slow release nutrients and, if desired, the moisture holding polymer granules discussed in 
Chapter 2. If the soil has been properly amended, it will be easily spaded in the raised bed each spring during 
garden preparation. 

Vertical Growing 

Tomato vines, pole beans, climbing peas, and/or cucumbers, in fact any plant that creeps, crawls, or vines takes 
up precious space in any garden. Grown in a Space Saver Garden System with a Grow'em - TeePee you can 
have all these plants in 75% less space when compared to traditional gardening practices. Growing plants in the 
vertical position enables the plants to receive maximum sunlight while taking up far less space. By growing 
upwards, plants are also far less susceptible to disease problems. And, it should be noted that some plants 
intertwine into the support netting, some have tendrils for clinging, and some may need your help by tying them to 
the support netting. 

Keep in mind that a shadow is cast when growing plants vertically so plan to grow shade-tolerant plants at its 
base. See General Garden Information Chart, column D - Partial Shade Tolerance. 

Succession Planting 

To get the most from your Raised Garden throughout the entire gardening season, be prepared to plant new 
crops where others have matured. It's a practice known as "succession" planting. Check your Raised Garden 
plan to determine where and when crops mature. For example, as spring planted sweet peas mature, pull out the 
spent vines and plant a delicious crop of delicately flavored summer and fall spinach. In place of the spring leaf 
lettuce and red or white radish, plant summer lima or bush beans from seed. A late summer planting of lettuce 
and radish seeds produce delicious crops as the air temperatures cool in the fall. 

Interplanting 

Another unique asset of your Raised Garden is its ability to support growing of two or more types of vegetables in 
the same space. This gardening technique is known as interplanting. Before interplanting, consider compatibility 
of the species being grown. See Plant Friends and Enemies Chart. Consider the maturity date for each species. 
You do not want to pull out a mature plant by the roots while its neighbor is flowering or producing fruit as it may 
stress the other plant. Other considerations: height of plant (tall or short)-see General Growing Information Chart 
(column C); light, (column D); nutrient demand, (column E); and moisture requirements, (column F). Do not 
interplant species which require considerable moisture with those that appreciate a dryer soil condition. 
Interplanting allows you to increase the diversity of varieties per square foot of your Raised Garden. 

Avoid crowding when interplanting. Crowded plants loose their vigor, yield poorly and are more subject to 
diseases. To avoid crowding, plant fast-growing plants like radishes and lettuce at the base of slow-growing 
plants like tomatoes. At the time when tomato plants are bearing, lettuce or radishes will be harvested. Another 
interplanting suggestion: vining squash, melons, or cucumbers can be direct sown by seed between trellised pea 
plants which are actively growing from early spring planting. As the peas are harvested, the cucumber, melon or 
squash vines will grow enough to take over the trellis. Caution: Do not pull the pea vines from the soil as this 
would disturb the roots of the actively growing vines. 

 


